
34,1 mg/l FIXED RESIDUE

0,8 mg/l SODIUM

NEUTRAL PH

<0,002 mg/l NITRITES

1,3 mg/l NITRATES

DESIGN BY GIUGIARO

88 DROPS 50cl

71 DROPS 33cl

105 DROPS 75cl

105 DROPS LITER 1l
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S. Bernardo goal is clear: to bring the invaluable 

quality of its product outside Italy, letting more 

and more people enjoy its healthy characteristics 

and style. S. Bernardo is the main member

of Gruppo Montecristo a family-run all-italian 

company that owns three different water

sources, all placed in Italy.

Growth and improvement in Italy and abroad

REVENUE 

100M
BOTTLES 

550M
REFERS

  480
PRODUCTION

LINES

12



· 177M of bottles every year of which almost 50% CSD

· 2 CSD PET lines for preservative-free bottling

· Modern syrup room with different sweetening
and bottling solutions (reverse osmosis water, pasteurizator)

· Available Molds:
0,5 Lt (2 shapes), 1 Lt (2 shapes),
1,5 Lt (3 shapes), 1,75 Lt and 2 Lt

· 116M of bottles every year of which 37% soft drinks

· 1 PET Line for mineral water and gas drinks and 1 Aseptic 
Sidel predis line, a source of alkaline mountain mineral water 
that derives from the small Dolomites, bottling organic 
products with innovative sweetenings (grape juice)

· Available Molds:
0,25 Lt sleeve sport cap,
0,440 Lt aseptic, 0,5 Lt (2 shapes),
1 Lt (3 shapes), 1,5 Lt (3 shapes)

· 254M of bottles every year in different containers:
glass water and soft drinks, can water and soft drinks,
plastic water and soft drinks

· 11 production lines and 2 sources of mountain mineral water 
(more than 1600 meters high)

· For Private Label, minimally mineralized S.Bernardo mineral 
water available in PET, glass and sleek 33 cl can, strong growth 
co-packing production also with international customers



Major customers



a world
of products for

every need
Gruppo Montecristo,

with 12 production lines and 4 

factories, is able to bottle

any type of soft drink in glass, 

plastic and can and satisfy

every need of your customer: 

drinks with pressed fruit, 

organic drinks, drinks without 

preservatives, without dyes, 

without sugar, natural,

infusions and supplements.



The communication activity dedicated to S.Bernardo begins with a special eye on the art world, 

which has been quite evident ever since 1926, when the communication was entrusted to an artist 

of the time, Leonetto Cappiello for the making of the first advertisement on S.Bernardo, a highly 

remarkable stepping stone in the history of the brand.

In the 1930s some of the most important artists

active in Turin and in Piedmont were called to make

sketches, drawings and labels to convey the image

of that water, known to be the lightest water 

in the world. Eventually we arrived at the

collaboration with Ugo Nespolo, author

of Il tappo, a work destined to become

another icon of the brand.

S.Bernardo and Art



The turning point of S.Bernardo towards 

the design world is in 1994, thanks to the 

introduction of the new Drops glass bottle 

75cl, dedicated exclusively to the catering.

Giugiaro

A new look, elegantly enriched by 88 small 

drops in relief, designed by Giorgietto Giugiaro, 

the internationally renowned designer

born in Garessio.



Defining characteristics of S.Bernardo

S.Bernardo springs from a source located at 

1300mt (more than 4000 feet) of height

in the heart of the Maritime Alps. The Maritime 

Alps are located in the western part of North-

Italy towards the border with France. They are 

called maritime because, in a clear day, you can 

spot the sea over the horizon. 

Thanks to the geographical collocation of its 

spring S.Bernardo is always well- balanced 

in its mineral content and neutral PH. These 

characteristics make S.Bernardo very easy 

to drink and to assimilate by our body. They 

are also very hard to reach by men. During 

the winter, you can only access them by very 

dangerous skiing, during summer only via a long 

walk after an off-road ride.

One Water, Multiple benefits

Neutral PH

Fixed residue: 34.1 mg/l

Nitrates: 1.3 mg/l

Nitrites: <0.002 mg/l

Sodium: 0.8 mg/l value



33cl 33cl 50cl 50cl 75cl 1l75cl 1l75cl 1l

The Glass range

STILL   SLIGHTLY SPARKLING   SPARKLING
S.Bernardo water is not only light, it is an Opera of Water that comes from nature and is molded into the bottle signed

by Giorgetto Giugiaro: from 71 to 105 drops of design that accompany S.Bernardo in glass and PET bottles.

Among the innovations introduced in the glass range, the new production line at the Ormea plant, with a wide range of available 

formats, and the introduction of the new green case of one-way glass bottles.



2l50cl
P R E M I U M

50cl
P R E M I U M

1,5l1,5l 1,5l1l 1l75cl 75cl50cl 50cl

STILL   SLIGHTLY SPARKLING   SPARKLING
The PET range is characterized by the practicality of the PET combined with

the design of Giugiaro: the premium packaging that does not deform.

Giorgetto Giugiaro’s design drops matches the drink

both in the look and in the tactile sensation.

The PET range



The bottles as Gadgets

The magnetic bottle,

the lavagna bottle,

the lamp bottle, the plant bottle.

These are the original creations

commissioned by S.Bernardo

to a Sicilian artist and his

Ora Design creative workshop,

specialized in the

recycling of materials.



and sport

S.Bernardo is actively involved in promoting well-being,

doing so also through sport, sponsoring several companies in the area

where the company originates. The Polisportiva Acqua S.Bernardo

brings together the ten sports clubs supported.



BRC

ISO
14001

ORGANIC
(BIO)

IFS

OHSAS
18001

NFS

Our commitment

For the activity of bottling spring mineral 

water as well as blow moulding of containers, 

S.Bernardo S.p.A. pursues the aims of quality 

and food safety to offer its customer a safe, 

quality product. S.Bernardo gives absolute 

priority to the protection of its employees and 

colleagues, respects the environment, supports 

long-term development and is committed to 

enforcing safety procedures that integrate 

these aspects. Quality and food safety, 

occupational health and safety and respect for 

the environment are fundamental elements of 

our business and are the responsibility

of everyone.

Garessio, 26th January 2017
Gianluigi Del Forno
Operations Manager



Water sources

In addition to the Rocciaviva spring,

in the plants of Garessio and Ormea

the waters of the Ulmeta and Arcobaleno 

springs are bottled from the mountains

of the Maritime Alps located

in the upper Tanaro valley.

The flow rate of these sources

is very high, in fact it reaches altogether

a total of about 2 billion liters per year.



In 2021
launch is expected

of new bottles
100% composed

from recycled PET! 

Innovation

The Montecristo Group has always
been attentive to innovations. In recent 
years it has focused on the search
for new eco-sustainable solutions.
Since 2018, S. Bernardo has been 
bottling mineral water in 50% recycled 
PET containers for various Italian and 
foreign players. Since 2020 S. Bernardo 
has been packaging also bottled mineral 
water in recyclable aluminum.



Adv and communication 

E MOLTI ALTRI
QUOTIDIANI
 E RIVISTE...



Book 2021

Since 2015, we accompany every year 
those who choose Acqua S.Bernardo 
with exclusive dedicated reservation 
books to an ever-changing theme.
The one of 2021 guides us through
13 “new firsts” to the rediscovery
of gestures and moments of everyday 
life that have become so special in this 
particular period. 



Art, cuisine, design, sport, music, territory,
well-being and many other emotions.

S.Bernardo is a world of drops to be discovered. 

*every drop counts

*



Fiera Internazionale del Tartufo Bianco d’Alba

Since 2019 Acqua S.Bernardo

  is the official water

of the International Fair

of the Alba White Truffle. 



Since 2019, S.Bernardo is the official water of the International Furniture Fair 

Salone Internazionale del Mobile



Helical Economy 

The helical economy aims to be an evolution

of the circular economy: at each cycle

the goods are not only reused but acquire 

value. This occurs both in the cultivation

of snails (from which the Helix spark is born),

both with our water, whose containers

of glass to make exhausted come

converted into works of art. 



The motto good, clean and fair, from the essay of the same name by Carlo Petrini, 
was indicated by SlowFood as the virtuous path that all subjects in the food chain 
(from those who produce to those who consume) should follow. S.Bernardo’s 
philosophy has always been in line with these three points, to which
it associates the fundamental one of territoriality. 

Slow Food

GOOD CLEAN FAIR + TERRITORIAL

Fixed Residue 34,1 mg/l Helical Economy 

Sodium 0,8 

Neutral PH

Nitrites <0,002 mg/l

Corporate Welfare
Wind power Materials

Design by Giugiaro

In 2015
the return to Italy 

Born in the 
Tanaro Valley

Nitrates 1,3 mg/l Returnable glass 



DROPS



Our Drop
embraces the East

· New 26 cl drop bottle
· Oriental infusions: Japanese Matcha, Chinese Kombutcha, Indian Moringa
· Without sugar or with little cane sugar
· Only natural ingredients and flavors
· Infused in S.Bernardo Mineral Water



· Historical bottle design by Giorgetto Giugiaro 
in the new 26 cl format

· Organic juices and ingredients and (a little) 
organic cane sugar

· Without preservatives, dyes, sweeteners
· Pack of 12 bottles

11 CLASSICS
ORANGE, RED ORANGE

GASEOUS, TONIC WATER
CHINOTTO, PIEDMONTESE SPUMA

GINGER, GINGER ALE
LEMONADE, CITRON, PINK GRAPEFRUIT

5 DOUBLE TASTE
LEMON / MINT

LIME / GINGER BEER
BITTER ORANGE / CHINA BARK

LEMONADE / ROSE
BERGAMOT / CHILLI

16 FLAVOURS
in

S.BERNARDO MINERAL WATER



San Bernardo S.p.A.
via O. Rovere, 41 · 12075 Garessio (CN)

www.sanbernardo.it
www.sanbernardoshop.com


